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Abstract. Measurement error is known to degrade remarkably the target localization accuracy. 
Cooperative localization using time difference of arrival (TDOA) measurements is a major research 
subject for positioning applications which is concerned by this paper to reduce the loss in 
localization accuracy owing to measurement error. In this paper we investigate neighborhood 
collaboration based cooperative localization algorithm with significantly lower computational 
complexity of all targets in wireless sensor network. We evidently demonstrate the superior 
trade-off between estimation performance and computational complexity of the proposed algorithm. 
The proposed iterative algorithm results incorrectly converged and the converged solution would 
approximately be the optimum solution when the measurement errors are sufficiently small. 
Simulations are used to confirm and support the theoretical development. 

Introduction 
Wireless sensor networks applications include target detection, environmental sensing, traffic 
monitoring, and many other fields [1–3]. In wireless sensor network applications, target node 
localization refers to the process of estimating the coordinates of target nodes based on different 
forms of distance measurements and using the information of a few anchors that their coordinates is 
known in advance. A large number of positioning system work is committed to establish CRLB as a 
benchmark to assess the localization accuracy [4–7].  

A large number of literatures are available for node localization according to TDOAs where 
some methods are iterative and require good initial position setting [8], and some are closed-form 
location solutions [9]. Zheng and Wu [10] are probably the first to combine the localization and 
synchronization issues by a signal processing way with message exchanges, and proposed a 
constrained weighted least-squares (CWLS) estimator that has less calculation than the 
Maximum-Likelihood estimator (MLE).Reference [11] further heightened the sequential algorithms 
from [12] by introducing pseudo anchor position refinement scheme that improves the pseudo 
anchor positions for better locating the target nodes. However, the method from[11] can be unable 
to obtain the CRLB estimation accuracy when the pseudo anchor positions do not have independent 
estimation errors. Moreover, this joint estimation algorithm is based on ML estimation and Monte 
Carlo based method which are iterative and require reasonably accurate initialization. There are 
communications between nodes in collaborative localization [13], hence the time measurements 
from message exchanges among nodes can contribute to improve the estimation accuracy and 
reduce error accumulation in the WSN position update but usually with high computational 
complexity. In this paper we propose a new iterative localization algorithm according to ranging 
implements positioning solution in a computationally efficient way when the measurement errors 
are sufficiently small, the converged solution would approximately reach the correct positions of all 
target nodes. 

We organize the paper as follows. In Section II described positioning scenario and problem 
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formulation. The new iterative localization algorithm is proposed in Section III. Sections IV 
examined the performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm. Simulation results are provided in 
Section V to corroborate the theoretical derivations. Section VI concludes the paper. 

Location Modeling and Problem Formulation 

Considering a set of  target nodes , randomly deployed in a two 
dimensional(i.e., 2-D) positioning area. The true position of is given by a unknown vector 

whose estimated position is another vector to be determined. In 
addition, there are  anchors  with GPS or any other location method 
randomly deployed in a WSN. The true position of an anchor  known in advance is given by a 
vector . A target node at unknown position  radiates a signal that is captured by 
anchor . Assume the known signal propagation speed is, we have the distance measurements  

                                (1) 
Where ,  is the true TDOA-based distance between target node and anchor 

pair  and ,  ,  is the true TDOA,  mean random distance measurement noise 
for each time, and 

                 (2) 
Where is the Euclidean norm. 
The range estimation between a target node  and an anchor can be denoted as 

                              (3) 
Where , and represents the random distance measurement error introduced 

by complex wireless communication environment and the ranging technique.  
The node localization is to determine the positions of the target nodes , as accurately as 

possible by exploiting the noisy . In other words, The objective is to obtain the target node 
position based on the TDOA measurements from and from . 

The Proposed Cooperative Localization Algorithm 

We assume that all nodes implement common iterative self-positioning algorithm, namely, every 
node updates its estimated position based on locally collected information. 
The Proposed Positioning Algorithm. In each iteration of the algorithm, the current estimated 
position of this node is updated on the basis of its neighbors to produce same number of new 
estimations. Therefore, when the current estimated position of the node is updated according to its 
neighbor, there are two kinds of cases. 

CaseI: when the calculated distance, namely, the distance between the current estimated position 
of the node and the position or the estimated position of this neighbor, is no farther than the 
measured distance , namely, the obtained measurement on the distance between the node and the 
neighbor, we can have the new estimation according to its -th neighbor given by 

  

          (4) 

Where  is position  of neighbor anchor or position estimation of the -th neighbor 
of node  at time . By averaging these new estimations according to all its neighbors, the 
updated estimated position of the node is then given by 
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                       (5) 

Where  is the size of set , and  is the set containing all neighbors of node .  

Case II: otherwise, namely, , the estimated position of the node has a new 

estimation, hence the newly calculated distance equals to the measured distance. We denote the 
current estimated position of node  at time 𝑛𝑛 as , so that we can have the new estimation 
according to its -th neighbor as follow. 

 

        (6) 

Similarly, by averaging these new estimations according to all its neighbors, the updated 
estimated position of the node is then given by 

                          (7) 

We can see that the updating operation of each node in each iteration is relatively simple. 
Initialization Technology. When the initialization is implemented on each individual node, there 

are four cases as follows. Ideally, when the target node has three or more neighbor anchors, the 
initial estimation on the position of this node can be calculated or estimated with least square 
criterion by one of the existing algorithms for ranging-based positioning, such as the one proposed 
in [5] and[16].The less likely scenario is that when the target node has two neighbor anchors, the 
initial estimation can be set as their average value of the two possible solutions. Unfortunately, 
when the target node has one neighbor anchor, the initial estimation can be set as the position of this 
anchor. Most unfortunately, when the target node has no neighbor anchor, the initial estimation can 
be set as the average of the initial or updated estimations on the positions of its neighbor nodes that 
has been initial estimated. 

Algorithm Summary. The proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm I. 

Algorithm I  the proposed algorithm  
1: Input , , , , , . 
2: , then obtain . 

3: , then determine , . 

4: Subject to: , then have . 
5: Broadcast: . 
6: . 
7: Until . 

Localization Performance evaluation 

For the localization of all nodes of the considered network, a persuasive performance measured 
indicators is the root of mean squared error (RMSE). Therefore, the RMSE of the estimated position 

 for a target node is defined as 

                          (8) 

A Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB)that can be derived according to the probability density 
function (PDF) of the available pair wise distance measurements given the positions of all nodes 
[15]. We have the average CRLB given by 
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                              (9) 

Where trace is the trace operator, and the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM)  is 

                            (10) 

Where 

 

   (11) 

Where is 1 if node and node are neighbors, and0 otherwise. 

                 (12) 

When ,we have 

                     (13) 

Numerical Simulation Study 

This simulation setting is involved in 10 nodes whose true positions are given in Table 1, where 
there are front five nodes to be localized and other five anchors in positioning region in the network.  

Table 1 True node positions in meters 
Coordinates 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

x -40 40 -40 40 0 0 -20 20 40 0 
y 40 40 -40 -40 0 20 0 0 0 -20 

Fig. 1 shows three algorithms converging to a minimum localization error at different rates after 
100 iterations. We consider estimated performance comparison of the proposed algorithm randomly 
initialized, the proposed algorithm initialized from the correct positions in order to comparison of 
estimation performance, along with the square root of the CRLB which marked as the algorithm A, 
algorithm B and algorithm C respectively. The RMSE curve for the algorithm A has a smooth decay 
with convergence around20 iterations, but its estimation performance has a gap compared with the 
CRLB. The algorithm B present a fast decay towards a minimum point within10 iterations, and can 
reach the CRLB in estimation performance. The algorithm A is the last one to reach the lowest 
RMSE value, and has fast convergence speed when there are around20 average iterations passed at 
node. 

 
Fig.1. Comparison of RMSE for TDOA measurements as a function of the number of iterations 

for the algorithm A, algorithm B and algorithm C which used the same set of initial position 
estimations under random initialization. 

Fig.2shows the converged RMSE positioning errors of the three algorithms corresponding to the 
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TDOA-based measurement error. The ranging error in the graph is expressed by 
length units, and the position error is expressed by length units. We 

can see from the figure that all these algorithms converge and can reach the CRLB. Although the 
algorithm A always converges globally, there has a gap between its convergence performance and 
that of CRLB.  

 
Fig.2. Estimation performance comparison of the converged RMSE positioning errors of the 

three algorithms corresponding to the TDOA-based measurement error under random initialization. 
Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b) show the simulation results of RMSE positioning errors under the 

conditions that all algorithms are initialized with the proposed initialization. We can see from the 
figure that the convergence speed has been significantly improved compared withFig.1. In addition, 
the converged estimation performance of the algorithm A is slightly better than that acquired by 
random initialization. 

 
(a)Comparison of RMSE for TDOA measurements as a function of the number of iterations for 

the three algorithms which used the same set of initial position estimations. 

 
(b)Estimation performance comparison of the converged RMSE positioning errors of the three 

algorithms corresponding to the TDOA-based measurement error under the proposed initialization. 
Fig.3. The simulation results of all algorithms with the proposed initialization. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a cooperative iterative localization algorithm for localization of target 
nodes in a network. The algorithm estimates the position of a node using the TDOAs from the 
anchors and the upgrade nodes whose positions are previously estimated. Analysis and simulation 
show that when iteratively running at all nodes of the considered network, the proposed estimator is 
computationally attractive and achieve the best performance. T Future works may include reducing 
the ranging error, refining cooperative strategy to improve the localization accuracy. 
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